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Note: The question paper is divided into three sections A, B and C. 
Write answers as per the given instructions.

 Section - A 8 × 2 = 16
(Very Short Answer Questions)

Note: Section - A This section will contains eight 08 very short 
answer type questions, (one word, one sentence, and 
definitional type item) having weightage of 16 (sixteen) 
marks. Examinees will have to attempt all questions. Each 
question will be of 2 (two) marks and maximum word limit 
will be thirty words..

1) (i) What in the other term for ‘The Spanish Tragedy’?

	 (ii)	 Why	do	brother’s	of	the	Duchess	of	Malfi	resent	her?

 (iii) Who wrote ‘Give place, ye Lovers’?

 (iv) What is the meaning of ‘Morality Play’’?

 (v) Who was ‘Jaques’ in the play ‘As you like it’?
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 (vi) Which poem of Donne deals with a religious experience 

wherein individual soul converse with Divinity?

 (vii) What advice does Bacon give in the essay ‘Of Revenge’?

 (viii) Who are Good and Bad angels in the play ‘Sr. Faustus‘?

 Section - B 4 × 8 = 32
(Short Answer Questions)

Note: This section will contain Eight Short Answer Type 
Questions. Examinees will have to answer any four (04) 
questions. Each question will be of eight (08) marks. The 
weightage of this section will be of thirty two (32) marks.

2) Write a note on Bacon’s ‘Of Revenge’.

3) How does Chaucer describe the character of Monk?

4) Write the critical appreciation of ‘The golden gift that nature did 

thee give’.

5) Throw light on the theme of fate and belief in the play ‘The 

Duchess	of	Malfi’.

6) Draw a pen portrait of Mephistopheles.

7) Discuss ‘The Canonisation’ as an apt example of metaphysical 

poetry.

8) Discuss the role played by Goneril and Regan in ‘King Lear’.

9) What images have been used as symbols in the poem ‘Spring. 

The Sweet Spring’.
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 Section - C 2 × 16 = 32
(Long Answer Questions)

Note: This section will contain four Long Answer Type Questions. 
Each question will be of sixteen (16) marks.  Examinees 
will have to answer any two questions. The weightage of 
this section will be of thirty two (32) marks.

10) Elucidate ‘The Faerie Queen’ as a continued allegory.

11) How does ‘The prologue to Canterbury’ depicts Chaucer’s 

irony of contemporary society.

12)	 Discuss	how	subtle	fleece	a	variety	of	victims	in	‘the	Alchemist’.

13) Write an essay on the religious poetry of Donne.


